Selective Alanine Transporter Utilization Creates a Targetable Metabolic Niche in Pancreatic Cancer

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) evolves a complex microenvironment comprised of multiple cell types, including pancreatic stellate cells (PSC). Previous studies have demonstrated that stromal supply of alanine, lipids, and nucleotides supports the metabolism, growth, and therapeutic resistance of PDAC. Here we demonstrate that alanine cross-talk between PSCs and PDAC is orchestrated by the utilization of specific transporters. PSCs utilize SLC1A4 and other transporters to rapidly exchange and maintain environmental alanine concentrations. Moreover, PDAC cells upregulate SLC38A2 to supply their increased alanine demand. Cells lacking SLC38A2 fail to concentrate intracellular alanine and undergo a profound metabolic crisis resulting in markedly impaired tumor growth. Our results demonstrate that stromal–cancer metabolic niches can form through differential transporter expression, creating unique therapeutic opportunities to target metabolic demands of cancer.

SIGNIFICANCE: This work identifies critical neutral amino acid transporters involved in channeling alanine between pancreatic stellate and PDAC cells. Targeting PDAC-specific alanine uptake results in a metabolic crisis impairing metabolism, proliferation, and tumor growth. PDAC cells specifically activate and require SLC38A2 to fuel their alanine demands that may be exploited therapeutically.
INTRODUCTION

Mammalian cells have evolved diverse mechanisms to acquire essential nutrients from the circulation or interstitial fluids to fuel their metabolic demands (1). In cancer, these processes are hijacked to supply the metabolic needs associated with rapid proliferation (2). In pancreatic cancer, endocytotic and lysosomal-dependent scavenging pathways are activated as a catabolic mechanism to supply amino acids essential to sustain proliferation in nutrient-austere environments (3–6). In parallel, symbiotic relationships between stromal and cancer cells form through exchange of nutrients and cytokines as a means of relaying progrowth signals and supplying anabolic precursors, including amino acids and metabolically expensive macromolecules. Metabolic cross-talk is an emerging mechanism of resistance to antimetabolism therapies (7–11).

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) has a dismal 5-year survival of approximately 9% with few therapeutic options that lead to prolonged survival. Therapeutic shortcomings can, in part, be attributed to the characteristic stromal (desmoplastic) reaction present in PDAC tumors (12). We previously demonstrated a critical cross-talk of alanine between pancreatic stellate cells (PSC) and PDAC, highlighting a metabolic support role of the stroma in tumors (11). Nutrient transporters serve as gatekeepers, facilitating metabolic interactions between cells and their surrounding cellular and nutrient environment. A mechanistic understanding of how nutrient sharing occurs within the tumor microenvironment and the metabolic consequences of selectively disrupting cross-talk is required to establish their role in promoting tumor metabolism, growth, and therapeutic resistance. The identification of specific, targetable transporters required for nutrient channeling and tumor metabolism may lead to more effective therapies to restrict nutrient access for deadly cancers, such as PDAC.

In this study, we sought to identify transporters expressed between PSCs and PDAC that are involved in unidirectional channeling of alanine. We applied quantitative stable-isotope tracing and flux analysis to understand the compartmentalization of alanine synthesis, uptake, and utilization in PDAC and to functionally characterize alanine transport mechanisms across a diverse panel of PSC and PDAC cell lines. We show that PDAC cells selectively express the mitochondrial
isoform of glutamic-pyruvic transaminase (GPT2) for de novo synthesis and utilization of alanine. Targeting mitochondrial pyruvate transport, required for de novo synthesis of alanine, resulted in an increased dependence on environmental alanine and revealed heterogeneous absolute demand in a panel of PDAC cell lines. Furthermore, we identify cell type–specific expression of the plasma membrane neutral amino acid transporters SLC1A4 and SLC38A2 and functionally describe their role in facilitating alanine transport in pancreatic stellate and cancer cells. Although SLC1A4 was found to cooperate with other transporters in PSCs to maintain environmental alanine levels, SLC38A2 was required for active uptake of alanine from the environment in PDAC. Loss of SLC38A2 in PDAC led to a profound defect in the internalization and concentration of cytosolic alanine, resulting in increased de novo synthesis and passive efflux to the environment. This increased demand for alanine synthesis caused a profound compartmentalized metabolic crisis, arising from an increased shunting of cytosolic pyruvate and nitrogen sources (e.g., glutamine, BCAA) toward de novo alanine biosynthesis in the mitochondria. From a therapeutic perspective, SLC38A2-deficient cells failed to effectively compensate for loss of SLC38A2 by activating intracellular metabolic pathways or alternative transporter mechanisms. Targeting SLC38A2 significantly impaired the beneficial support of stellate cells in coinjection xenograft models. Utilizing a cDNA withdrawal approach to mimic drugging SLC38A2, we demonstrate that loss of alanine transport leads to significant and durable tumor regression in fully formed tumors, providing rationale that targeting SLC38A2 may be an effective therapeutic strategy for pancreatic cancer.

RESULTS
Characterizing Compartmentalization of Alanine Fate in PDAC and PSCs

We hypothesized that PSCs and PDAC cells must exhibit distinct transport mechanisms and nutrient transporters to exchange alanine. To identify cell-specific alanine transport mechanisms, we performed a quantitative analysis of alanine uptake, secretion, and exchange fluxes in a panel of human and primary mouse PDAC and PSC cell lines. Alanine uptake was shared across the majority of PDAC cell lines tested, whereas PSCs primarily efflux alanine (Fig. 1A). Notably, PDAC alanine influx was of similar magnitude to serine and glycine flux, amino acids reported to be critical for cancer cell proliferation (Supplementary Fig. S1A; ref. 13). We observed net alanine secretion in all cell lines cultured in basal media (Fig. 1A). As DMEM does not contain alanine, mass action drives efflux in alanine-limited environments. However, microenvironmental alanine levels measured in both primary human and murine PDAC samples approximate 1 mmol/L and are high relative to that of circulation (plasma alanine ∼200–400 μmol/L; refs. 14, 15). We hypothesized that stromal cells may supply and maintain tumor environmental alanine concentrations. PSC net alanine efflux was inhibited upon exogenous alanine supplementation (Fig. 1A and B; Supplementary Fig. S1B). However, supplementing PSCs with stable isotope–labeled 13C3-alanine revealed that PSCs rapidly exchange extracellular alanine with unlabeled (e.g., synthesized) at a rate approximately three times that of the net secretion flux, resulting in substantial turnover of 13C3-alanine in the media over time (Fig. 1B; Supplementary Fig. S1C). Minimal impact on PSC alanine net secretion or exchange flux was observed in physiologic glucose (∼5 mmol/L) cultures, suggesting that glucose is not limiting for the maintenance of environmental alanine levels (Supplementary Fig. S1D; ref. 14). Notably, PSC exchange flux exceeded PDAC alanine uptake, suggesting that PSCs can meet the alanine demands of PDAC cells.

PDAC cells exhibited significant alanine consumption and distinct transport mechanisms relative to PSCs. We hypothesized that alanine was fueling a specific intrinsic demand, and inhibiting either utilization or transport may be an effective strategy to limit cancer cell access to alanine. We performed stable-isotope tracing with 13C3- or 15N-labeled alanine and measured incorporation into biosynthetic and central carbon metabolites or transamination products. Significant labeling from alanine-derived carbon and nitrogen was measured in proteinogenic amino acids, tricarboxylic acid (TCA) intermediates, de novo synthesized fatty acids, and products of transamination pathways (Fig. 1C; Supplementary Fig. S2A–S2J), suggesting that alanine contributes significantly to bioenergetic and anabolic pathways in PDAC. However, alanine utilization was heterogeneous across the cell panel and failed to reach isotopic steady state (Supplementary Fig. S2C). These data, coupled with alanine secretion in basal DMEM (Fig. 1A), confirm that PDAC cells use a combination of de novo synthesis and uptake from the environment to supply their alanine demands.

Alanine synthesis and catabolism require activity of compartmentalized glutamic-pyruvic transaminases (GPT, cytosolic; GPT2, mitochondrial), which utilize glutamate as an amino-nitrogen donor and pyruvate (Fig. 1C). To better understand the compartmentalization of alanine metabolism in PDAC, we quantified relative expression of GPT and GPT2 in a panel of PDAC cell lines. Strikingly, PDAC cell lines demonstrated selective transcript and protein expression of the mitochondrial isoform (GPT2; Fig. 1D; Supplementary Fig. S3A). Thus, de novo alanine synthesis and utilization likely occur simultaneously in the mitochondria of PDAC cells. Indeed, cells expressing low levels of both GPT and GPT2 (e.g., PANC1, HPAC) had significantly lower 13C3-alanine contribution to mitochondrial TCA cycle metabolites (e.g., citrate) relative to cells with high GPT2 expression (Supplementary Fig. S2D). These data suggest that de novo alanine synthesis primarily utilizes mitochondrial pyruvate in PDAC; however, this is surprising given the selective downregulation or deletion of mitochondrial pyruvate transport in other cancer contexts (e.g., lung, colon, kidney; refs. 16, 17). Mitochondrial pyruvate transport is facilitated by the obligate heterodimer consisting of MPC1 and MPC2 (18–20). Downregulation of MPC1/2 has been reported to be essential for tumor initiation in colon cancer and is thought to promote aerobic glycolysis/Warburg metabolism by decreasing mitochondrial pyruvate oxidation and shifting pyruvate pools to the cytosol (21). Both MPC1 and MPC2 transcripts are expressed in human PDAC cell lines (22), suggesting that PDAC may utilize an alternative mechanism to reduce demand for mitochondrial pyruvate import.
Figure 1. Compartmentalized alanine metabolism in PDAC. A, Alanine uptake and secretion flux in a panel of human and mouse PDAC and PSC lines cultured in DMEM or DMEM supplemented with 1 mmol/L L-alanine. Extracellular accumulation (+, secretion) or depletion (−, uptake) was measured in conditioned media over 24–72 hours and normalized to the viable cell density over the time course. Error bars, SD of ≥3 technical replicate wells from 1–2 independent experiments normalized to growth of surrogate wells. B, Alanine exchange flux as compared with net secretion flux and substrate-inhibited flux in human and mouse pancreatic stellate cell lines. 13C3-alanine dilution by unlabeled (M ≥ 3) in PDAC cells in response to vehicle (DMSO) or MPC inhibition using UK-5099 cultured in DMEM supplemented with 1 mmol/L 13C3-alanine. C, Alanine secretion flux and uptake flux in response to MPC inhibition using UK-5099. D, Alanine-inhibited flux in human and mouse pancreatic stellate cell lines. 13C3-alanine dilution by unlabeled (M ≥ 3 technical replicate wells from one independent experiment). E, Alanine secretion flux and uptake flux in human and mouse pancreatic stellate cell lines. 13C3-alanine dilution by unlabeled (M ≥ 3 technical replicate wells from one independent experiment). F, Intracellular alanine levels normalized by cell number in panel of PDAC cell lines and hPSC#1 in response to vehicle (DMSO) or UK-5099 (MPC inhibitor) in DMEM (no supplemented alanine).
We hypothesized that alanine uptake and utilization by PDAC may act as an alternative means of maintaining compartmentalized pyruvate homeostasis by relieving the need to import pyruvate into the mitochondria for de novo synthesis (Fig. 1E). To explore the dependence on mitochondrial pyruvate transport for alanine synthesis in PDAC, we treated cells with the highly specific MPC2 inhibitor UK-5099 and quantified impacts on alanine metabolism and transport (Fig. 1E; refs. 23, 24). Strikingly, intracellular levels of alanine and net secretion flux significantly decreased by approximately 70% to 97% in PDAC cells in response to MPC inhibition (Fig. 1F and G). Alanine supplementation rescued the intracellular alanine defect, and all PDAC cells exhibited significantly enhanced alanine uptake in response to MPC inhibition (Fig. 1G; Supplementary Fig. S3B and S3C). Collectively, these data suggest that de novo alanine synthesis is silenced (e.g., downregulation of GPT) created a near complete dependence (“pseudo-auxotrophy”) on environmental alanine (Fig. 1F and G; Supplementary Fig. S3B). Comparison of pseudo-auxotrophic uptake of alanine across human and mouse PDAC cells revealed heterogeneity in absolute alanine demands that failed to correlate with individual cell preference for alanine uptake or secretion (Fig 1A and G; Supplementary Fig. S3C). The divergence between uptake preference and cellular demand for alanine strongly suggests that PDAC meets these requirements through both synthesis and environmental scavenging (Fig. 1E; Supplementary Fig. S3C).

The selective downregulation of cytosolic GPT argues against alanine utilization in the cytosol. Therefore, we hypothesized that alanine may directly channel into mitochondrial pyruvate toward aerobic glycolysis (Fig. 1E). To test this possibility, we cultured cells with 13C3-labeled alanine in the presence of UK-5099 to inhibit glycolytic- and GPT-derived cytosolic pyruvate. Strikingly, we observed a significant increase in alanine anaplerosis in the context of MPC inhibition in all PDAC cell lines tested (Fig. 1H). Furthermore, alanine-derived lactate labeling was significantly suppressed by MPC inhibition, suggesting that MPC inhibition leads to increased shunting of glucose-derived (unlabeled) cytosolic pyruvate toward aerobic glycolysis (Supplementary Fig. S3D). Thus, uptake of alanine from the environment and subsequent mitochondrial import is uncoupled from cytosolic pyruvate and can occur independently of mitochondrial pyruvate transport (Fig. 1E). Together with downregulation of cytosolic alanine synthesis and utilization, PDAC cells can utilize alanine uptake as a means of simultaneously supplying alanine-derived mitochondrial pyruvate that fuels oxidative TCA cycling while sparing glucose-derived cytosolic pyruvate for aerobic glycolysis/Warburg metabolism (Fig. 1E).

Loss of SLC38A2 Impairs Alanine Uptake and Intracellular Concentration in PDAC

We hypothesized that, in the absence of cytosolic biosynthetic machinery, an important component of this metabolic program in PDAC is a plasma membrane alanine transporter capable of maintaining cytosolic alanine levels. Furthermore, we hypothesized that unique transport mechanisms must exist to facilitate alanine exchange within the PSC-PDAC niche, providing a therapeutic avenue for limiting PDAC access to environmental alanine sources. To identify candidate transporters involved in PSC-PDAC alanine cross-talk, we performed an unbiased analysis of a quantitative proteomics dataset of PDAC and PSC cell lines (25). We initially performed principal component analysis (PCA) of whole proteome or protein subsets involved in metabolic processes or transport (e.g., SLC proteins). Each of these analyses revealed divergent expression profiles in stromal and PDAC cell lines (Supplementary Fig. 5A). We analyzed differentially expressed SLC proteins between PSCs and a commonly used human PDAC line and identified 40 proteins which, excluding mitochondrial (SLC25) and non-amino acid transporters, were reduced to five candidates (Fig. 2A and B; Supplementary Table S1). Further analysis led to the identification of two plasma membrane–localized neutral amino acid transporters, SLC1A4 and SLC38A2, which were highly expressed in either stromal or PDAC cells, respectively, by both quantitative proteomics and Western blot analyses (Fig. 2B; Supplementary Fig. S4B and S4C).

The SLC superfamily consists of an estimated 456 genes and pseudogenes classified into 52 subfamilies (26, 27). Approximately 25% of SLCs are involved in amino acid transport, including the SLC1 and SLC38 families (28). SLC1A5 has been the focus of several studies in multiple cancer types with broad-spectrum amino acid specificity, including glutamine (29, 30). Given the importance of glutamine to PDAC and proliferating cells in vitro (31), we observed similar levels of SLC1A5 and significant glutamine uptake across the cell panel (Supplementary Figs. S1A and S4B). In contrast, SLC1A4/ASCT1 has attracted far less attention beyond its initial characterization as an alanine, serine, cysteine, and threonine transporter and association with inborn errors of metabolism affecting neural development (32, 33). SLC38A2/SNAT2 is characterized as an electronegative sodium-neutral amino acid cotransporter with a preference for alanine and other small neutral amino acids (34). Many transporters are reported to transport alanine, but it remains unclear from biochemical studies alone which transporters function in relevant cellular contexts. Importantly, l-alanine is a reported substrate for both SLC1A4 and SLC38A2, suggesting that differential transporter expression in PSCs and PDAC may facilitate alanine cross-talk (32, 34). We assessed expression of SLC38A2 in a panel of human PDAC cell lines to determine whether expression level correlated with alanine uptake preference and/or cellular demands. Although we observed SLC38A2 expression in all PDAC cell lines with the majority expressing higher levels compared with stellate cells, SLC38A2 expression level did not correlate with alanine uptake preference or demand (Supplementary Fig. S4D). Furthermore, we observed multiple bands after removal of N-linked glycosylation, suggesting differences in post-translational modification and/or isoform selection between cell lines, complicating conclusions of the function of SLC38A2 in PDAC. Therefore, we sought to functionally understand the role of SLC1A4 or SLC38A2 in intact PSCs and PDAC cells, respectively, through loss-of-function and metabolic flux studies.

Given the lack of a physiologically relevant stromal and nutrient microenvironment, metabolic studies of cultured...
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Figure 2. SLC38A2 is the major concentrative alanine transporter in PDAC. A, Volcano plot of differentially expressed transporters (“SLC” proteins) between hPSC#1 and PANC1 cell lines. Transporters were considered differentially expressed if log2 fold change (FC) ≥ 2 and P ≤ 0.05. Transports involved in amino acid transport are highlighted with colored squares and labeled with protein name. B, Relative protein expression across panel of non-malignant pancreatic and PDAC cell lines quantified by summing reporter ion counts of peptide-spectral matches for SLC1A4 and SLC38A2. Two tandem mass tag-labeled biological replicates were collected for each cell line. Alanine secretion (+) flux in HY19636, MiaPaCa2, and PANC1 cells cultured in either basal DMEM (D) or DMEM supplemented with 1 mmol/L l-alanine (E) for 24 hours. SLC38A2 was suppressed by CRISPR/Cas9 using two sgRNAs targeting SLC38A2 (sgSLC38A2 #1, #3) or a control sgRNA targeting Tomato (sgTom). All experiments were conducted using pools of cells within 1–2 passages after selection. Error bars, SD of ≥3 technical replicate wells from one independent experiment. C–D, Relative protein expression (ion counts) for SLC1A4, SLC38A2, and other transporters across panel of non-malignant pancreatic and PDAC cell lines. Transporters were considered differentially expressed if log2 fold change (FC) ≥ 2 and P ≤ 0.05. Transports involved in amino acid transport are highlighted with colored squares and labeled with protein name. E, Diagram depicting role of SLC38A2 in mediating sodium-dependent, concentrative uptake of alanine in PDAC (top). Cells lacking SLC38A2 rely on passive diffusion through other transporter(s) that cannot sustain alanine influx or maintain intracellular concentrations (bottom). F, Intracellular alanine levels normalized by cell number in SLC38A2-deficient (sgSLC38A2 #1) or control (sgTom) HY19636, MiaPaCa2, and PANC1 cells. Data are represented as percentage relative to control (sgTom). Error bars, SD of ≥3 technical replicate wells from one independent experiment. G, SLC38A2-deficient and control HY19636 cells were supplemented with 1 mmol/L l-alanine tert-butyl ester for 24 hours. Esterified alanine internalization, deesterification, and secretion were measured by quantifying alanine release into conditioned media and normalizing to viable cell density over 24 hours. Error bars, SD of ≥3 technical replicate wells from one independent experiment. H, SLC38A2 expression allows PDAC cells to actively reuptake alanine that is passively exchanged with the environment to allow for intracellular (cytosolic) concentration and enhanced utilization (left). SLC38A2-deficient cells do not have another concentrative alanine transport mechanism, and intracellular alanine is passively lost to the environment, causing a decrease in intracellular levels and utilization (right). Significance determined with two-way ANOVA using Tukey multiple comparisons test in C and D; two-way ANOVA using Sidak multiple comparisons test in F; t test in G (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001).
cells have limitations. Nonetheless, they have proved indispensable for studying intracellular metabolism and provide a tractable system to dissect the complex machinery involved in nutrient transport. Our data suggest that PDAC cell lines are heterogeneous in their alanine demands and relative preference for uptake versus de novo synthesis (Fig. 1). To functionally characterize the role of SLC38A2 in fulfilling alanine demands in PDAC, we selected representative cell lines that exhibit varying magnitudes of alanine demand (e.g., PANC1, MiaPaCa2, HY19636) and targeted SLC38A2 using CRISPR/Cas9 (Supplementary Fig. S5A and S5B). Upon knockout of SLC38A2, we observed striking alterations in alanine flux supporting a major role for SLC38A2 in the transport of alanine in PDAC cells. In basal conditions, where alanine is predominantly de novo synthesized, knockout of SLC38A2 in PDAC cells significantly enhanced alanine secretion flux (Fig. 2C). Furthermore, alanine uptake was significantly reversed in SLC38A2-deficient cells supplemented with environmental alanine concentrations (Fig. 2D). Irrespective of alanine demand or preference toward uptake versus synthesis, all SLC38A2-deficient PDAC cell lines tested exhibited significantly increased secretion of alanine (Fig. 2D).

We next sought to characterize the functional impacts on intracellular alanine metabolism and transport in SLC38A2-deficient PDAC cells. Loss of SLC38A2 did not completely eliminate alanine transport, suggesting that other transport mechanisms must exist that operate in concert with SLC38A2. We hypothesized that SLC38A2-dependent cotransport of sodium and alanine permits PDAC cells to concentrate cytosolic alanine (Fig. 2E, top). In the absence of a concentrative transport mechanism, regardless of the presence of extracellular alanine, cells would fail to sequester alanine in the cytosol and enhance passive secretion to the environment (Fig. 2E, bottom). This mechanism is supported by the fact that alanine levels were significantly decreased in SLC38A2-deficient cells relative to control (sgTom) cells regardless of alanine supplementation (Fig. 2F). Importantly, expression of single-guide RNA (sgRNA)-resistant SLC38A2 cDNA fully rescued alanine levels in PDAC, whereas a nonfunctional mutant with poor sodium affinity failed to rescue (Supplementary Fig. S5C and S5D). SLC38A2-deficient cells failed to maintain similar levels of mitochondrial \( ^{13}C_2 \)alanine utilization, suggesting that passive transport mechanisms were insufficient to sustain mitochondrial alanine anaplerosis in PDAC (Supplementary Fig. S5E). To directly test the hypothesis that SLC38A2 is the major concentrative alanine transporter in PDAC, we quantified the cellular capacity to internalize and concentrate cell-permeable esterified \( L \)-alanine, which can diffuse into cells and establish cytosolic levels independent of transport. Strikingly, we observed a significant increase in the secretion of de-esterified alanine in SLC38A2-deficient cells, and a reduced capacity to sequester de-esterified alanine intracellularly (Fig. 2G; Supplementary Fig. S5F). Taken together, these data suggest that de-esterified alanine is passively secreted in the absence of an extracellular concentration gradient (Fig. 2H). In the presence of SLC38A2, cells are capable of actively reuptaking the passively secreted de-esterified alanine, increasing intracellular levels and counteracting passive efflux (Fig. 2H). Thus, SLC38A2-deficient cells increase passive loss to the environment, decrease alanine utilization, and increase de novo synthesis. Taken together, these data indicate that SLC38A2 is required and the primary driver of concentrative alanine influx in PDAC cells, whereas other mechanisms can only passively equilibrate levels with extracellular concentrations (Fig. 2H).

**Loss of SLC38A2 Results in a Metabolic Crisis through Primary and Secondary Effects on PDAC Metabolism**

Alanine supplementation does not stimulate proliferation of PDAC cells cultured in replete nutrient conditions, suggesting that the metabolic costs associated with de novo synthesis do not affect cell fitness in this context (11). However, in nutrient-limited environments similar to those observed in tumors, we hypothesized that scavenging environmental alanine may provide a selective advantage for PDAC cells by offsetting the metabolic costs of de novo synthesis. To mimic nutrient conditions in tumors, we cultured PDAC cells in low-amino acid media used in previous studies investigating the metabolic contributions of macropinocytosis in PDAC (15). In this context, alanine supplementation consistently enhanced PDAC cell proliferation by approximately 15% to 30%, and loss of SLC38A2 attenuated the growth-promoting effects of alanine in nutrient-limited conditions (Fig. 3A). In addition, loss of SLC38A2 significantly reduced cell proliferation and clonogenic potential in nutrient-replete conditions (Fig. 3B and C; Supplementary Fig. S6A). Neither alanine nor cell-permeable alanine rescued the proliferation defect in SLC38A2-deficient cells; however, increased passive efflux of alanine occurs in both conditions, and SLC38A2 was required for internalization of both analogues (Fig. 2G; Supplementary Figs. S5E and S6B). Therefore, we hypothesized that a shift toward decreased alanine utilization and increased passive loss to the environment, arising from deficiencies in alanine internalization, causes a metabolic crisis and decreased proliferative potential in PDAC.

Alanine utilization contributes to amino acid homeostasis as a major amino-nitrogen donor to transaminase networks (Fig. 1C; Supplementary Fig. S2). In addition, SLC38A2 is reported to transport amino acids other than alanine, including glutamine, serine, glycine, methionine, and threonine (34). We hypothesized that defects in other amino acids, due to transport and/or transamination deficiencies, may also contribute to the observed metabolic defect. Strikingly, we observed a significant decrease in total amino acid levels and extensive alterations in the composition of cellular amino acids in SLC38A2-deficient cells (Fig. 3D; Supplementary Fig. S6C and S6D). Despite cell type-specific alterations in individual amino acids, the general dysregulation in amino acid homeostasis was shared across all PDAC cell lines tested, and was fully rescued by an sgRNA-resistant cDNA (Fig. 3D; Supplementary Fig. S6C–S6E). Quantification of other amino acid extracellular fluxes upon SLC38A2 loss, including SLC38A2 substrates and nonsubstrates, revealed significant but relatively minor and cell line-specific effects (Fig. 3E and F; Supplementary Fig. S7A and S7B). Cell line-specific changes in uptake or secretion of other SLC38A2 substrates (e.g., serine, glycine), arising from transport limitations and/or metabolic rewiring, may also contribute to the proliferative defect observed in SLC38A2-deficient cells. However, only alanine flux completely reversed in SLC38A2-deficient cells,
suggested that other SLC38A2 substrate fluxes are sustained by redundancy through other transporter systems.

We hypothesized that broad deregulation of amino acid pools in SLC38A2-deficient cells may be due to secondary metabolic effects arising from alanine transport defects, specifically loss of cytosolic internalization. Alanine may act as an exchange factor for the facilitated diffusion of other amino acids. For example, glutamine and asparagine serve as exchange factors for several amino acids, including BCAAs (35, 36). In this model, the sodium gradient produced by the N/K-ATPase provides the free energy for SLC38A2 to concentrate alanine intracellularly against its gradient (Fig. 2E). Subsequently, alanine exchange provides the free energy necessary to facilitate import of other amino acids. To determine whether alanine may serve as an exchange factor, we quantified the impacts of cell-permeable alanine on other intracellular amino acid levels. We hypothesized that stereotyped alanine would establish intracellular concentrations of alanine following de-esterification in the cytosol. Our initial data demonstrated that stereotyped alanine was rapidly de-esterified intracellularly and secreted (Fig. 2G), which may be coupled to exchange with other amino acids. However, stereotyped alanine failed to increase amino acid levels in either control (sgTom) or SLC38A2-deficient cells, suggesting that alanine does not function as an exchange factor (Supplementary Fig. S7C). Thus, passive secretion of alanine likely occurs for secondary metabolic effects of SLC38A2 loss, we ectopically expressed a dox-inducible sgRNA-resistant cDNA maintained by redundancy through other transporter systems. For secondary metabolic effects arising from alanine transport defects, we established chronic SLC38A2-null cells by removing doxycycline for several passages. Upon acute withdrawal of doxycycline, we observed a rapid decrease in SLC38A2 and alanine levels concordant with our chronic knockout data (Supplementary Fig. S7D). Proteasomal inhibition resulted in accumulation of SLC38A2 in PDAC cells, in line with previous reports, and withdrawal of doxycycline rapidly depleted SLC38A2 expression (Supplementary Fig. S7E and S7F; refs. 37, 38). To allow for secondary metabolic rewiring, we established chronic SLC38A2-null cells by removing doxycycline for several passages. Upon acute withdrawal of doxycycline, we observed a rapid decrease in SLC38A2 and alanine levels concordant with our chronic knockout data (Supplementary Fig. S7F and S7G). Furthermore, SLC38A2 depletion increased eIF2α phosphorylation but not LC3B lipidation, suggesting...
KO data were treated as a baseline and subtracted from each condition and timepoint; a negative value represents a decrease in amino acid level below relative to SLC38A2-expressing cells (the same time course. Intracellular alanine (G) and mitochondrial alanine and pyruvate pools (left). Loss of SLC38A2 enhances passive secretion, increasing the demand to synthesize alanine in the cytosolic alanine biosynthetic machinery and rely on SLC38A2 and other amino acid pools. Data provide evidence of a secondary metabolic crisis affecting both SLC38A2 substrate and other amino acid pools.

Compartmentalized Redox Crisis and Compensatory Amino Acid Catabolism Driven by Increased Passive Alanine Efflux

Our previous data suggest that PDAC cells downregulate cytosolic alanine biosynthetic machinery and rely on SLC38A2 to maintain cytosolic concentrations of alanine. Although our data support that multiple amino acids are transported by SLC38A2, only alanine uptake was completely suppressed in SLC38A2-deficient cells (Fig. 3E and F; Supplementary Fig. S7A and S7B). In SLC38A2-deficient conditions, cells increase passive efflux of alanine to the environment, in both basal and alanine-supplemented conditions, increasing the demand to synthesize alanine (Fig. 3I). We hypothesized that increased mitochondrial alanine synthesis demand would lead to compartmentalized impacts on pyruvate metabolism (Fig. 3I). To explore this hypothesis, we generated isogenic control (sgTom) and Slc38a2-knockout (sgSlc38a2 #1) clonal knockouts ectopically expressing sgRNA-resistant SLC38A2 cDNA (Fig. 4A). Similar to pooled knockouts, SLC38A2-deficient cells had significantly suppressed proliferation and clonogenic potential (Fig. 4B and C). Pyruvate is required for NAD+ regeneration in the cytosol (via LDH activity) and supplies mitochondrial NADH (via PDH activity) for electron transport chain (ETC) function (Fig. 3I). We hypothesized that the increased cytosolic pyruvate import into the mitochondria would lead to a misbalancing of cytosolic and mitochondrial NAD(H). Strikingly, both extracellular acidification rate (ECAR) and oxygen consumption rate (OCR) significantly decreased by approximately 35% in Slc38a2 knockout, but not activation of specific amino acid stress responses (Supplementary Fig. S7F). Acute doxycycline withdrawal resulted in a rapid decrease of intracellular alanine and other SLC38A2 substrate levels to chronic levels (Fig. 3G; Supplementary Fig. S7H). Rapid, delayed decreases in several other amino acids (e.g., aspartate) were also observed upon doxycycline withdrawal (Fig. 3H). Furthermore, several amino acids decreased significantly below chronic knockout levels (e.g., aspartate, isoleucine, proline) after 12 hours of doxycycline withdrawal followed by a compensatory increase to chronic levels after 24 and 36 hours (Fig. 3H; Supplementary Fig. S7H). These data establish that small neutral amino acids, including alanine, serine, and threonine, are transported by SLC38A2 in intact cells. However, only alanine flux was nonredundant, and our data provide evidence of a secondary metabolic crisis affecting both SLC38A2 substrate and other amino acid pools.

Figure 3. (Continued) glutamine in F) uptake and secretion fluxes in SLC38A2-deficient (sgSLC38A2 #1) and control (sgTom) PANC1, MiaPaCa2, and HY19636 cells cultured in basal DMEM. Extracellular accumulation (+, secretion) or depletion (−, uptake) was measured in conditioned media over 24 hours and normalized to the viable cell density over the time course. Error bars, SD of ≥3 technical replicate wells normalized to cell growth of surrogate wells. Time course of relative intracellular alanine (G) and aspartate (H) levels after acute SLC38A2 loss from doxycycline withdrawal compared with levels measured in SLC38A2-expressing (+doxycycline) or chronic SLC38A2 knockout (−doxycycline chronic) PANC1.pHducerc-4SLC38A2 PT cells collected over the same time course. Intracellular alanine (G) and aspartate (H) levels in acute SLC38A2 knockout cells (doxycycline acute) are plotted as a percentage relative to SLC38A2-expressing cells (+doxycycline; set to 100%) and the chronic SLC38A2 knockout levels (chronic −doxycycline; set to 0%). The chronic KO data were treated as a baseline and subtracted from each condition and timepoint; a negative value represents a decrease in amino acid level below that of the chronic SLC38A2 knockout. Error bars depict SD of ≥3 technical replicate wells normalized to cell density in surrogate wells per time point. I, SLC38A2-expressing cells are capable of maintaining compartmentalized concentrations of alanine to support metabolic homeostasis of cytosolic and mitochondrial alanine and pyruvate pools (left). Loss of SLC38A2 enhances passive secretion, increasing the demand to synthesize alanine in the mitochondria (right). Significance determined with two-way ANOVA using Sidak multiple comparison testing in A, E, and F; two-way ANOVA using Dunnett multiple comparisons test in B [*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001].
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**Figure 4.** Slc38a2 deficiency causes compartmentalized redox crisis and switch to catabolic metabolism. A, Immunoblot of Slc38a2 and Actin in whole cell lysates (30 μg) collected from clonally derived HY15549 control (sgTom) and Slc38a2-deficient (sgSlc38a2 #1) cells ectopically expressing sgRNA-resistant Slc38a2 cDNA under control of doxycycline-inducible promoter. Cells were cultured in the presence of doxycycline (0.5 μg/mL) or after washout of doxycycline for 24 hours prior to lysis. Withdrawal of doxycycline leads to rapid decrease in Slc38a2 expression in Slc38a2-deficient HY15549 cells. Representative immunoblot of two independent experiments. Cell proliferation (B) and representative plates from clonogenic assay (C) of clonally derived control (sgTom) or Slc38a2-deficient (sgSlc38a2 #1) HY15549 cells cultured in DMEM + doxycycline or – doxycycline over five days (B) or 7–10 days (C). Data in B are plotted as cell proliferation relative to day 0 collected after cell attachment. Error bars in B depict SEM of 3 independent experiments of four technical replicate plates for each condition. Representative clonogenic plates in C selected from ≥ 3 independent experiments of three technical replicate plates for each condition. D, Decrease in extracellular acidification rate (ECAR) and oxygen consumption rate (OCR) in clonally derived control (sgTom) or Slc38a2-deficient (sgSlc38a2 #1) cells lines after withdrawal of doxycycline for 24 hours. Data are plotted as a percent increase or decrease of – doxycycline compared with + doxycycline (0.5 μg/mL). Error bars, SEM of ≥ 4 independent experiments of ≥ 10 technical replicate wells for each condition. E, Pyruvate (pyr) is reduced by NADH by LDH to produce lactate (lac) and regenerate NAD+. α-ketobutyrate (αKB) can be reduced by LDH or other dehydrogenases to produce α-hydroxybutyrate (αHB) and regenerate NAD+. F, Percent increase in proliferation of HY15549 Slc38a2-deficient cells in DMEM supplemented with doxycycline (+ dox 0.5 μg/mL) or without doxycycline (– dox). Cells were supplemented with control (blank DMEM), pyruvate (1 mmol/L), α-ketobutyrate (1 mmol/L) and either vehicle (DMSO) or UK-5099 (25 μg/mL) and allowed to grow for 96 hours. Data are plotted as a percent increase compared with control DMEM. Error bars, SEM of ≥ 3 independent experiments of four technical replicate wells for each condition. G, Stable isotope labeling from either 15N-alanine or 15N-glutamine to quantify alterations in alanine utilization consistent with an increased mitochondrial shunting of pyruvate for alanine synthesis (Fig. 4F). We cultured SLC38A2 knockout cells with 13C3-alanine by either electron acceptor in SLC38A2-deficient cells was independent of mitochondrial pyruvate transport, suggesting that SLC38A2-deficient cells have defective cytosolic NAD+ regeneration consistent with an increased mitochondrial shunting of pyruvate for alanine synthesis (Fig. 4F).

Mitochondrial respiration supports aspartate biosynthesis in cells (39). Indeed, acute deletion of Slc38a2 significantly reduced respiratory potential and led to a reduction in intracellular aspartate levels by approximately 90% (Fig. 4D; Supplementary Fig. S8B). Pyruvate or alternative electron acceptors (e.g., α-ketobutyrate) can rescue proliferation of ETC-deficient cells by regenerating NAD+ (Fig. 4E; ref. 39). Furthermore, excess pyruvate would relieve redox pressures associated with increased mitochondrial pyruvate transport. We hypothesized that a compartmentalized redox imbalance was driving the metabolic crisis in SLC38A2-deficient cells. Pyruvate or α-ketobutyrate (αKB) supplementation significantly rescued proliferation and clonogenic potential of SLC38A2-deficient cells (Fig. 4F; Supplementary Fig. S8C). The proliferative rescue by either electron acceptor in SLC38A2-deficient cells was independent of mitochondrial pyruvate transport, suggesting that SLC38A2-deficient cells have defective cytosolic NAD+ regeneration consistent with an increased mitochondrial shunting of pyruvate for alanine synthesis.
in SLC38A2-deficient cells (Fig. 4G; Supplementary Fig. S8E). Strikingly, no compensatory increase in aspartate was observed, suggesting deficient aspartate production and an incomplete metabolic rewiring in response to SLC38A2 loss (Fig. 4G). These data suggest that glutamine utilization is increased and confirm that its transport through SLC38A2 is highly expressed in chronic knockout cells and labeled with protein name. J, Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of differentially expressed proteins between chronic SLC38A2 knockout (chronic KO −dox) and SLC38A2-expressing (WT + dox) HY15549 cells. Proteins were considered differentially expressed if log2 fold change (FC) ≥ 1 or ≤ −1 and adjusted P-value ≤ 0.05. Metabolic enzymes involved in BCAA catabolism (Bcat1, Aldh6a1) and mitochondrial fatty acid β-oxidation (Acoa2, Acad10), and pyruvate metabolism (Slc16a3, Pdk1) that are highly expressed in chronic knockout cells are highlighted with red squares and labeled with protein name. J, Diagram depicting compartmentalized redox crisis occurring as a result of increased passive efflux of alanine in SLC38A2-deficient cells. Increased mitochondrial pyruvate transport results in compartmentalized NAD(H) crisis reducing both glycolytic and respiratory potential. Decreased utilization of alanine and increased synthesis shifts other amino-nitrogen donors (e.g., glutamine, BCAA) toward mitochondrial de novo alanine synthesis. Significance determined with two-way ANOVA using Sidak multiple comparison testing in B, D, F, G, and H (**, P < 0.01; ***. P < 0.001).

Intracellular metabolic networks are intrinsically plastic, and targeting individual enzymes often leads to significant metabolic rewiring to compensate for loss of activity of a particular metabolic node (40, 41). In parallel, transporters often have multiple substrates and multiple transporters for a given metabolite, providing reason to believe that redundancy may limit their efficacy as drug targets in cancer. However, it is important to study the context-specific requirements for specific transporters to understand the durability in targeting a single transporter and potential compensatory mechanisms that may exist. To evaluate potential redundant alanine transport mechanisms in PDAC, we generated a chronic knockout cell line after long-term culture in the absence of doxycycline and conducted quantitative proteomics comparing SLC38A2-expressing cells (+doxycycline), acute SLC38A2-deficient cells (-doxycycline acute), and chronic SLC38A2 knockout cells (-doxycycline chronic). Surprisingly, chronic knockout cells retained the growth defect observed in acute SLC38A2-deficient cells, suggesting that cells inefectively adapt to loss of SLC38A2 (Supplementary Fig S8F). We observed several SLC proteins that were significantly upregulated in chronic knockout cells; however, none were associated with alanine transport (Supplementary Fig S8G). Interestingly, the lactate transporter SLC16A3 (MCT4) was significantly upregulated in SLC38a2 knockout cells, suggesting that cells attempt to adapt to a decreased glycolytic capacity by enhancing lactate secretion (Fig. 4I; Supplementary Fig. S8G). We conducted gene set
enrichment analysis (GSEA) to understand how SLC38A2-deficient cells attempt to metabolically compensate for loss of SLC38A2. In line with our stable-isotope tracing results, we found that proteins involved in pyruvate and TCA cycle metabolism (e.g., SLC16A3, PDK1) are significantly upregulated, suggesting a diversion of mitochondrial pyruvate away from oxidative TCA cycling, via PDK1 phosphorylation and inactivation of pyruvate dehydrogenase complex required for mitochondrial pyruvate oxidation (Fig. 4I and J; Supplementary Fig. S8H). Furthermore, we observed significant enrichment in proteins involved in mitochondrial fatty-acid β-oxidation (e.g., ACAA2, ACAD10) and branched chain amino acid (BCAA) catabolism (e.g., BCAT1, ALDH6A1), suggesting that cells increase alternative supply pathways for mitochondrial NADH and acetyl-CoA (β-oxidation) and amino-nitrogen (BCAA catabolism; Fig. 4I and J; Supplementary Fig. S8H). These results provide evidence that non-SLC38A2 substrate (e.g., BCAA) levels may decrease as SLC38A2-deficient cells switch from anabolic metabolism to a more catabolic state. Collectively, these results suggest that cytosolic alanine transport defects drive a specific compartmentalized metabolic crisis, and that cells lacking SLC38A2 undergo an ineffective metabolic compensation (Fig. 4K).

**SLC38A2 Is Highly Expressed in Human and Murine PDAC and Localized to the Plasma Membrane**

The PDAC microenvironment is thought to be nutrient and oxygen austere owing to the intense fibrotic stroma, increased interstitial pressure, and leaky vasculature (14, 42). Thus, nutrients within the PDAC microenvironment are likely locally supplied and shared between stromal cell populations. We hypothesized that differential expression of nutrient transporters allows for the formation of metabolic niches within the tumor microenvironment, including PSC–PDAC alanine cross-talk. To determine whether PDAC-specific SLC38A2 expression is also observed in vivo, we stained tumors derived from the well-established pancreatic cancer “KPC” (LSL-Kras<sup>LSL-Kras<sup>Trp53<sup>-/-; p48Cre</sup></sup></sup></sup> mouse model for SLC38A2. Strikingly, we observed strong and specific staining in PDAC cells and low or no staining in the surrounding stroma (Fig. 5A). As SLC38A2 is thought to be ubiquitously expressed in normal tissues (43), we stained normal murine pancreas and liver and observed punctate intracellular staining suggesting that SLC38A2 in normal tissues may be predominantly non-plasma membrane localized (Fig. 5B and C). Furthermore, we performed IHC analysis for SLC38A2 expression in human PDAC tissue microarrays consisting of 136 patient tumor specimens (Fig. 5D). SLC38A2 was expressed in PDAC cells in a majority of human PDAC samples (114/136 tumors; 84%). In contrast, SLC38A2 expression in stromal cells was observed in only approximately 7% of human PDAC samples (9/136; Fig. 5D and E). Thus, PDAC cells may intrinsically activate expression of SLC38A2 to facilitate alanine cross-talk during tumorigenesis. To confirm the localization of SLC38A2, we expressed SLC38A2–GFP in PDAC cells and nonmalignant human pancreatic ductal epithelial (HPDE) cells, mPSC01, and canine kidney epithelial (MDCK) cells, and determined localization patterns by confocal microscopy. In line with our previous results, we observed robust plasma membrane localization of SLC38A2–GFP in PDAC cells, whereas nonmalignant cells localize SLC38A2 predominantly to intracellular endomembranes (Fig. 5F; Supplementary Fig. S9A). Although ubiquitously expressed, SLC38A2 is not considered a common essential gene in large-scale CRISPR knockout studies (22). Furthermore, SLC38A2 is expressed in nonmalignant cells in vitro, albeit at lower levels (Fig. 2B; Supplementary Fig. S4D). We hypothesized that SLC38A2 may be specifically required by PDAC cells, independent of localization, to supply their increased alanine demand compared with nonmalignant cells (Fig. 1G). Indeed, knocking out SLC38A2 in nonmalignant cell lines (e.g., hPSC#1, mPSC#1, IMR-90, HPDE) did not elicit a significant growth defect (Fig. 5G; Supplementary Fig. S9B). Taken together, the striking selective expression of SLC38A2 in human PDAC tumors relative to the stroma and the PDAC-specific dependency may provide a therapeutic window for limiting cancer cell access to stromal-supplied and environmental alanine.

**Multiple Passive Transporters, Including SLC1A4, Are Required for PSC Alanine Secretion and Exchange**

We next set out to understand how alanine is exported from stellate cells. Given the specific expression of SLC1A4 in PSCs (Fig. 2A and B), we utilized RNAi to suppress its expression and quantified impacts on alanine secretion and exchange fluxes (Supplementary Fig. S10A). Knockdown of SLC1A4 in PSCs resulted in a significant reduction in net alanine secretion flux and reduced kinetics of extracellular <sup>13</sup>C<sub>3</sub>-alanine dilution arising from exchange (Supplementary Fig. S10B and S10C). Interestingly, we observed no significant impact on other reported substrate fluxes, such as serine and threonine, supporting the concept that transporter specificity is influenced by cellular context (Supplementary Fig. S10D). Cysteine, although a reported substrate of SLC1A4, is rapidly oxidized to cystine in vitro and was not detectable at appreciable levels in conditioned media. Notably, we did not observe a significant impact on PSC proliferation upon knockdown of SLC1A4 (Supplementary Fig. S10E). The magnitude of inhibition on alanine secretion, although significant, was not complete, suggesting that SLC1A4 operates in concert with other diffusive transporters to facilitate alanine secretion by PSCs. Co-targeting multiple diffusive neutral amino acid transporters may be an effective strategy to abolish PSC alanine secretion. However, we hypothesize that targeting SLC38A2 may be a more robust strategy for inhibiting the alanine demands of pancreatic cancer, as SLC38A2 was indispensable for alanine uptake and inhibition would limit access to other environmental alanine sources that may exist.

**Disrupting SLC38A2-Dependent Alanine Uptake Affects Tumor Initiation and Maintenance in Subcutaneous and Orthotopic Models of PDAC**

To evaluate whether targeting SLC1A4- or SLC38A2-mediated alanine cross-talk is sufficient to inhibit PSC–PDAC alanine cross-talk in vivo, we utilized a coinjection strategy similar to previous studies (7, 11). PSC–PDAC coinjection significantly promotes tumor initiation and growth (7, 11); therefore, we performed limiting dilution subcutaneous xenografts by injecting a suboptimal number of control or SLC38A2...
Figure 5. Differential SLC38A2 expression in vivo, localization, and dependence in PDAC and nonmalignant cells. IHC analysis of Slc38a2 in pancreatic tumors derived from the KPC (LSL-KrasG12D, Trp53lox/lox; p48Cre+) mouse model (A), normal murine pancreas (B), and normal murine liver (C). Representative fields from KPC (4×), normal pancreas (10×), and normal liver (4×) derived from two mice. Scale bars indicated in panels; scale bar for A inset is 90 μm and for C inset is 20 μm. Arrows indicate instances of punctate SLC38A2 in normal pancreas and liver. D, Representative tumors from immunohistochemical analysis of SLC38A2 in tumor microarray of 136 human PDAC tumor specimens. Scale bars indicated in panels; 200 μm and inset is 40 μm. E, Positive SLC38A2 staining observed in 114 of 136 tumors, 9 of 136 of corresponding stroma. **P < 0.001. F, Representative live cell images of HY19636 (top), mPSC#1 (center), and HPDE (bottom) cells transiently transfected with 3 μg of SLC38A2-GFP (green) overnight. Live cells were imaged using MitoTracker. Representative fields containing 1–2 cells from ≥5 fields from ≥3 independent experiments. Scale bars are indicated in each panel; 5 μm. G, Cell proliferation of nonmalignant control (sgTom) or SLC38A2-deficient (sgSLC38A2 #1, #3) hPSC#1, HPDE, IMR-90, and mPSC#1 cells cultured in DMEM over five days. Data are plotted as cell proliferation relative to day 0 collected after cell attachment. Error bars, SEM of ≥3 independent experiments of four technical replicate wells for each time point. Significance determined with two-tailed Fisher exact test in E two-way ANOVA using Dunnett multiple comparison testing in G (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001).
knockdown PDAC cells alone or cojected with PSCs (Supplementary Fig. S11A). In agreement with previous studies, we observed enhanced tumor initiation when PDAC cells were cojected with PSCs (Supplementary Fig. S11B–S11D). Notably, the enhanced tumor initiation was completely abolished by knockdown of SLC38A2 (Fig. 6A). Knockdown of SLC1A4 in PSCs failed to elicit a similar reduction in tumor initiation and tumor maintenance in both syngeneic subcutaneous and orthotopic tumor models. Mice were fed doxycycline-containing chow prior to injection and during tumor initiation, to express sgRNA-resistant SLC38A2, which fully rescued tumor initiation (Fig. 6C and D). With withdrawal of doxycycline, SLC38A2-expressing subcutaneous tumors were resected and weighed at 20 days (sgTom) or 64 days (sgSlc38a2 #1) after doxycycline withdrawal. Orthotopic tumors were resected and weighed after 21 days of doxycycline withdrawal. Significance determined with log-rank Mantel-Cox test in A and B; two-tailed t test in D and F; two-way ANOVA using Sidak multiple comparisons test in E (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.001).

To evaluate the viability of SLC38A2 as a therapeutic target for PDAC tumor maintenance, we utilized a doxycycline-inducible cDNA withdrawal approach to deconvolute effects on tumor initiation and tumor maintenance in both syngeneic subcutaneous and orthotopic tumor models. Mice were fed doxycycline-containing chow prior to injection and during tumor initiation, to express sgRNA-resistant SLC38A2, which fully rescued tumor initiation (Fig. 6C and D). Withdrawal of doxycycline to mimic drugging SLC38A2 in fully formed tumors resulted in a rapid and significant reduction of SLC38A2-knockout but not control (sgTom) subcutaneous tumors. We observed evidence of escape of SLC38A2-expressing cells in large tumors arising from silent repair of the CRISPR/Cas9-mediated double-strand breaks (Supplementary Fig. S11F). To determine whether apoptosis was contributing to the decreased tumor burden, we stained tumors for cleaved caspase-3; however, we did not observe a significant increase in SLC38A2-deficient tumors, suggesting that increased cell death was not contributing to the tumor burden defect (Supplementary Fig. S11H).

Figure 6. SLC38A2 is vital for PDAC tumor initiation and growth. A, Tumor initiation was significantly suppressed by SLC38A2 knockdown (shSLC38A2 #1, #4) compared with control (shGFP) PANC1 cells (2 × 10⁵) coinjected with HPSC #1 cells (1 × 10⁶) in a subcutaneous xenograft model. Subcutaneous tumors were monitored biweekly by caliper measurement and considered formed if length and width were measured to be ≥1 mm each. Each injected flank was considered a possible tumor when calculating percent tumor-free. B, Tumor initiation was significantly suppressed by SLC38A2 knockdown (shSLC38A2 #1, #4) compared with control (shGFP) PANC1 cells (5 × 10⁵) in an orthotopic xenograft model. Orthotopic xenografts were monitored by 3D ultrasound biweekly and considered tumors if volume ≥1 mm³. C, Subcutaneous (SubQ) and orthotopic tumor maintenance strategy for deconvoluting tumor initiation versus maintenance effects with acute SLC38A2 deletion. Mice were pretreated with chow containing doxycycline (625 ppm) for three days prior to injection and for five (orthotopic) or seven (subcutaneous) days after injection to allow for SLC38A2 expression during tumor initiation period. Following tumor initiation, mice were switched to new cages with regular chow (no doxycycline). D, Tumor initiation was rescued by doxycycline-induced SLC38A2 expression in Slc38a2-deficient (sgSlc38a2 #1) HY15549 cells. No significant difference was observed in tumor volume, measured by caliper measurement at day 7 after injection, between control (sgTom) and Slc38a2-deficient (sgSlc38a2 #1) tumors. E, Tumor volume of subcutaneous control (sgTom) or Slc38a2-deficient (sgSlc38a2 #1) tumors following doxycycline withdrawal after seven-day initiation period. Significant tumor regression in Slc38a2-deficient tumors was observed following withdrawal of SLC38A2. F, Final tumor weight of subcutaneous (left) and orthotopic (right) control (sgTom) or Slc38a2-deficient (sgSlc38a2 #1) tumors. Subcutaneous tumors were resected and weighed at 20 days (sgTom) or 64 days (sgSlc38a2 #1) after doxycycline withdrawal. Orthotopic tumors were resected and weighed after 21 days of doxycycline withdrawal.
tumors (Fig. 6E and F). At endpoint, no tumors were detected in the pancreata of mice injected with SLC38A2-knockout cells, suggesting either failed initiation, or more likely tumor regression (Fig. 6F). Furthermore, the regression of subcutaneous SLC38A2-knockout tumors was durable over 60 days, consistent with our previous data suggesting an ineffective metabolic adaptation to loss of SLC38A2 (Fig. 6E). Collectively, our results suggest that SLC38A2 is vital to the initiation and maintenance of pancreatic tumors, and targeting SLC38A2 may be a viable approach to treat this deadly disease.

**DISCUSSION**

Our work demonstrates that pancreatic cancer and stellate cells form a niche to exchange alanine through differential expression of SLC38A2 and SLC1A4. Although SLC1A4 was not essential for PSC alanine secretion, SLC38A2 was required for the uptake and cytosolic concentration of alanine in PDAC. Metabolic niches play an important physiologic role in tissue function. In intestinal crypts, Paneth cells supply lactate to intestinal stem cells as an anaplerotic substrate to fuel oxidative mitochondrial metabolism (44). Our data illustrate that specific alanine transporters are required to exchange alanine within the PDAC tumor niche. For intestinal and tumor lactate exchange, this has been demonstrated through differential expression of monocarboxylate and glucose transporters to channel lactate from hypoxic to normoxic regions of the tumor (45, 46). Glucose uptake and utilization is mediated by both transporter and hexokinase activity to prevent exchange by phosphorylating intracellular glucose and decrease intracellular glucose concentrations to drive increased transport (47). In contrast, alanine and other amino acids are not enzymatically modified for intracellular sequestration. Alternatively, we demonstrate that cells have evolved a complex network of transporters, involving both active and passive transport mechanisms critical for concentration and equilibration, respectively, that together facilitate flux and sustain metabolic homeostasis. Not surprisingly, cancer cells hijack specific transporters in this network to enhance transport of nutrients required to fuel their increased metabolic demands for specific substrates.

Our data demonstrate that PDAC has evolved high demands for alanine relative to stellate cells (Fig. 1). To fulfill these demands, PDAC cells engage a compartmentalized metabolic program consisting of selective expression of mitochondrial alanine utilization/synthesis machinery and plasma membrane SLC38A2 expression. In addition to alanine, PDAC cells have significant demands for the amino acid glutamine that supplies carbon, nitrogen, and reducing equivalents (e.g., NADPH) through a noncanonical pathway involving shuttling of mitochondrial and cytosolic aspartate (31). Efforts to target the glutamine requirements of PDAC, through inhibition of glutaminase activity required for glutamine anaplerosis, led to complete compensation and failed to elicit an impact on PDAC tumor growth in vitro (40). Indeed, activation of other amino-nitrogen and anaplerotic pathways, mainly mitochondrial GPT2, was sufficient to compensate for glutaminase inhibition in other contexts (48). Directly inhibiting transport of these nutrients may be a more efficacious approach to targeting the metabolic demands of PDAC and other cancers. Several reports have demonstrated that targeting glutamine transport through inhibition of SLC1A5/ASCT2 has profound impacts on tumor growth in gastric and breast cancers (49, 50). In addition, targeting other amino acid transporters, including SLC6A14 and SLC7A11/xCT, has also been reported to have significant impacts on tumor growth in PDAC (51, 52). Collectively, these studies and ours suggest that metabolite transport is less plastic than previously thought, and targeting key transporters may be a viable therapeutic strategy for cancer.

In addition to transporting nutrients from the microenvironment, PDAC activates macropinocytosis and autophagy to scavenge interstitial and/or intracellular protein. Activation of these pathways confers a survival advantage in nutrient-limiting environments and contributes to therapeutic resistance (3–6). Surprisingly, scavenging pathways were unable to rescue the proliferation defect in SLC38A2-deficient PDAC cells either in vitro or in vivo, suggesting that transporter utilization may be required for retention of amino acids derived from catabolic processes. It is well appreciated that PDAC cells activate scavenging pathways in response to nutrient-limiting conditions to sustain growth (3). The converse also occurs whereby autophagy-deficient cells have been reported to upregulate amino acid transport to survive in glutamine-limited conditions (53). Importantly, transporters are required to release amino acids derived from lysosomal-dependent catabolic processes, such as autophagy and macropinocytosis, and are critical components of lysosomal amino acid-sensing pathways (54–57). Understanding the relationship between catabolic and anabolic pathway utilization and transporter engagement is critical for identifying effective therapeutic combinations to target the metabolic requirements of cancer cells.

Collectively, our results provide a new perspective for understanding the complex metabolic relationship between cancer cells and the surrounding stroma. As novel metabolite crosstalks are discovered in cancer, understanding the specific transporters involved may suggest potential therapeutic targets for limiting cell access to nutrients that promote growth and/or therapeutic resistance. Previous reports have suggested that transcriptional activation of SLC38A2 in response to environmental stimuli (e.g., amino acid deficiency, hypotonicity, hypoxia) involves ATF4, hypoxia inducible factors, and members of the MAP kinase family (ERK and JNK; refs. 38, 58). Our data suggest that plasma membrane localization may also be a key regulatory requirement for SLC38A2 activity. It is unclear what trafficking processes direct SLC38A2 to the plasma membrane; however, several possible mechanisms exist that parallel the tracking of other amino acid transporters, including through post-translational modifications (e.g., phosphorylation, glycosylation), and/or endosomal trafficking (59–62). Thus, SLC38A2 activity and dependence in PDAC is likely driven by multifaceted regulation of expression and localization. However, our data demonstrate that expression of SLC38A2 was insufficient to predict the magnitude of dependence on its activity or the alanine preference of individual cell lines. Therefore, it may be more important to understand the mechanistic underpinnings driving the increased demand to predict alanine requirements and dependence on SLC38A2 in heterogeneous diseases such as cancer. Given the potent
antitumor effects of SLC38A2 loss in fully formed PDAC tumors and the fact that it appears to be dispensable in non-transformed cells, we believe that targeting alanine uptake and utilization through inhibition of SLC38A2 is a promising therapeutic approach in this deadly disease.

**METHODS**

**Cell Culture**

The cell lines PANC1, PANC3.27, HPAC, MiaPaCa2, 8988T, PANC10.05, IMR-90, MDCK, and 8902 were obtained from ATCC or DSMZ. hpPSC1, mPSC#1, and HPDE cells were obtained as described previously (11). Primary murine PDAC cell lines (HY19636, MPDAC4, and HY15549) were isolated from KPC tumors using established protocols (63). All cell lines were maintained in a central lab cell bank. Cultures were verified to be negative for *Mycoplasma* by PCR at least once prior to all experiments and before freezing of cell stocks. All cell lines were authenticated by STR DNA fingerprinting every 1 to 2 years and by visual inspection prior to experiments and freezing of cell line stocks in central cell bank.

**Proliferation Assays**

Cell proliferation was performed at variable densities depending on growth rate in 24-well plates for each time point (HY19636 and HY15549 at 1–3,000 cells/well, PANC1 and MiaPaCa2 at 5,000 cells/well, hpPSC1 and mPSC#1 at 6,000 cells/well, IMR-90 and HPDE at 10,000 cells/well). Clonogenic assays were performed for 14 days (PANC1) or 7 to 10 days (MiaPaCa2, HY19636, HY15549) at 1,000 cells/well. The following day, media containing 2.5 mmol of uniformly labeled amino acids including l-alanine, l-lysine, l-histidine, l-aspartic acid, l-phenylalanine, l-methionine, and l-glutamic acid, and 1 mmol of l-arginine, l-leucine, l-isoleucine, l-valine, l-threonine, l-proline, l-serine, and glycine; 4 mmol of 13C2-labeled l-glutamine; 0.5 mmol of 13C3-labeled pyruvate; 5 mmol 13C3-labeled lactate; 1.25 mmol 13C6,15N2-labeled cysteine, and 1 μg of norvaline. For media extraction, 5 μL of initial or conditioned media was extracted in 250 μL of 80% methanol solution containing the above isotope-labeled internal standards. The abundance of each metabolite was quantified by the following equation:

\[
AA = \frac{X_{\text{standard}} \times \%M0}{100 \times \%M0_x}
\]

where \(X_{\text{standard}}\) is the molar amount for each added standard (e.g., 2.5 mmol for alanine, 5 mmol for lactate) and \%M0 is the relative abundance of unlabeled (M0) species "X" corrected for natural isotope abundance. Multiple surrogate wells were pooled and counted to normalize metabolite abundances by cell number.

For cDNA withdrawal experiments, cells were plated into 6-well plates at 0.1–0.25 × 10^6 cells/well in DMEM containing doxycycline (0.5 μg/mL). For time-course cDNA withdrawal, cells were washed twice with PBS to remove residual doxycycline and cultured in DMEM with or without doxycycline to initiate time course. Metabolites were extracted at indicated times and surrogate wells were counted for normalization. Kinetic changes in relative amino acid levels with acute SLC38A2 cDNA withdrawal were calculated by subtracting a baseline value (chronic SLC38A2 KO; set to 0%)) from the control (+doxycycline) and experimental conditions (acute KO) followed by normalization to positive control level (+doxycycline; set to 100%).

To quantify extracellular uptake and secretion fluxes, the molar change in extracellular metabolites was normalized to the cell density over the time course of the experiment using the following equation:

\[
\text{flux}_{\text{X,AA}} = \frac{AA_t - AA_0}{\Delta t} X_{\text{cell}}
\]

where \(AA_t\) and \(AA_0\) are the final and initial molar amounts of each amino acid, respectively, quantified using labeled internal standards, \(X_{\text{cell}}\) is the initial cell density, \(t\) is the exponential growth rate (hr⁻¹), and \(\Delta t\) is the media conditioning time. To quantify alanine exchange flux, the percent dilution of exogenous 13C3-alanine was multiplied by the molar quantity of alanine in the media over the conditioning period normalized to cell density over time.

**Oxygen Consumption Rate and Extracellular Acidification Rate**

OCR and ECAR were simultaneously measured using a Seahorse XF96 analyzer (Agilent). HY15549 cells were seeded into Seahorse
XFe96 plates at 10,000 cells/well in either basal DMEM (-doucy-cine) or doucycine-containing DMEM (0.5 μg/mL) 24 hours prior to assay. Prior to the assay, DMEM (25 mmol/L glucose, 2 mmol/L glutamine, no sodium bicarbonate) was exchanged and incubated for approximately 30 minutes at 37°C in a non-CO2 incubator (Thermo Fisher Scientific). OCR and ECAR were measured in response to sequential injections of oligomycin (1 μmol/L), FCCP (0.5 μmol/L), and rotenone/antimycin (1 μmol/L/1 μmol/L). Cells were lysed using 30 μL/well Reagent A (Bio-Rad) immediately following each assay, and protein was quantified using the DC Protein Assay Kit (Bio-Rad). OCR and ECAR were normalized to milligrams total protein, as quantified by a standard curve.

### Chemicals

13C-labeled alanine (CLM-2184-H), 13N-labeled alanine (NLM-454), 13C-labeled glutamine (CLM-1822-H), 13C-labeled lactate (CLM-1579), 13C-labeled pyruvate (CLM-2440), and 13C,15N-labeled amino acid standard mix (MSK-A2) were acquired from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. t-glucose (Sigma), DMSO (Sigma), doxycycline hyclate (Sigma), oligomycin (Cayman Chemicals), sodium pyruvate (Sigma), 2-ketobutyric acid sodium salt hydrate (Sigma), rotenone (Cayman Chemicals), FCCP (Cayman Chemicals), antimycin A (Cayman Chemicals), t-alanine (Sigma), t-alanine tert-butyl ester (Alfa Aesar), UK-5099 (Cayman Chemicals), methoxyamine hydrochloride (Sigma), and MTBSTA + 1% TBDMSCI (Sigma).

### Antibodies and Western Blot Analysis

Proteins were extracted using RIPA buffer containing fresh protease (Roche) and phosphatase (Roche) inhibitor cocktails on ice for 30 minutes. Where indicated, lysates were deglycosylated using PNGaseF (removes only N-linked glycosyl groups, New England Biolabs) according to modified manufacturer protocol with all steps conducted at 37°C. Lysates were not boiled prior to separation on SDS-PAGE gels as heating above 50°C causes complete loss of SLC38A2 signal. Note that loss of signal following heating was specific to SDS-PAGE, and not IHC staining, as heating of hydrophobic transmembrane proteins led to aggregation and insolubility in aqueous buffers irrespective of presence of detergent. Membranes were blocked in either 5% nonfat milk or BSA dissolved in TBS-t according to antibody manufacturer’s recommendations. Primary antibodies were incubated overnight at 4°C with gentle agitation using the following antibodies and dilutions: anti-SLC38A2 (1:500; MBL, BMP081), anti-SLC1A4 (1:1,000; Cell Signaling Technology, 9664S), anti-Actin (1:10,000; Sigma, A4700), anti-N/K-ATPase (1:1,000; Cell Signaling Technology, 8442), anti-cleaved caspase-3 (1:1,000, Cell Signaling Technology, 9664S) diluted in blocking buffer was added to the sections and incubated overnight at 4°C. Sections were washed with TBS-t and incubated with biotin-conjugated secondary antibody (anti-rabbit 1:200; Vector Labs BA-1000) for 30 minutes at room temperature and Avidin-Biotin Complexes (Vector Labs PK-4000) for 30 minutes. Slides were developed with 3,3-diaminobenzidine (Vector Labs SK-4100) for 3-5 minutes and quenched with water followed by hematoxylin staining for 3-5 minutes. Sections were dehydrated and mounted in permount mounting medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cleaved caspase-3 staining was quantified by DAB color deconvolution and quantification of optical density using Image J.

### IHC

Sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated, and antigen retrieval was performed in a steamer for 20 minutes in 10 mmol/L pH 6.0 citrate buffer containing 0.05% Tween-20. Slides were incubated in 3% hydrogen peroxide and 50% methanol for 30 minutes and blocked in 5% goat serum and 1% bovine serum albumin in TBS-t for 30 minutes at room temperature. Primary antibody (anti-SLC38A2, 1:1,000, MBL BMP081; anti-cleaved caspase-3, 1:1,000, Cell Signaling Technology, 9664S) diluted in blocking buffer was added to the sections and incubated overnight at 4°C. Sections were washed with TBS-t and incubated with biotin-conjugated secondary antibody (anti-rabbit 1:200; Vector Labs BA-1000) for 30 minutes at room temperature and Avidin-Biotin Complexes (Vector Labs PK-4000) for 30 minutes. Slides were developed with 3,3-diaminobenzidine (Vector Labs SK-4100) for 3-5 minutes and quenched with water followed by hematoxylin staining for 3-5 minutes. Sections were dehydrated and mounted in permount mounting medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cleaved caspase-3 staining was quantified by DAB color deconvolution and quantification of optical density using Image J.

### Quantitative Proteomics and Bioinformatics Analysis

Quantitative proteomics data (Fig 2; Supplementary Fig. S4) were generously supplied by Joseph D. Mancias (Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA; ref. 25). PCA and differential expression analysis were conducted on log, fold changes using Matlab (MathWorks). Metabolism proteins were queried from a published list of approximately 3,000 proteins (48). Analysis of transporter proteins included all gene products with “SLC” in the gene symbol and excluded ABC transporters.

Quantitative proteomics of isogenic HY15549 cell lines was performed as previously described (40). In brief, roughly 5 million cells were harvested and washed twice with cold PBS. Cell pellets were resuspended in 500 μL lysis buffer (8 mol/L urea in 200 mmol/L EPPS buffer, pH 8.5) and sonicated at lower power for 2 minutes (10 seconds on plus 10 seconds off). Lysates were quantified by Pierce BCA Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and adjusted to 1 μg/μL using 200 mmol/L EPPS buffer. One hundred micrograms protein from
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each sample was reduced by 10 μL 5 mmol/L dithiothreitol in the dark for 30 minutes followed by alkylation with 10 μL 15 mmol/L iodoacetamide solution in the dark for 30 minutes. Protein was precipitated via chloroform-methanol by mixing 100 μL reduced and alkylated lysate with 300 μL methanol, 100 μL chloroform, and 200 μL water and centrifuging at 10,000 g for 5 minutes. Pellets were washed with 300 μL methanol, resuspended in 100 μL EPPS buffer, and digested with MS-grade trypsin (1:50, protein-to-enzyme ratio) and LysC (1:50) at 37°C overnight. 10 μL tandem mass tag (TMT; Thermo Fisher Scientific) reagent (20 μg/μL) and 30 μL anhydrous acetonitrile were added to each digested sample and incubated at room temperature for 1 hour. TMT-labeled samples were eventually pooled and subjected to C18 SPE (Sep-Pak, Waters). Eluted sample was fractionated into 12 parts via a pH reversed-phage HPLC. Each fraction was injected to an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos mass spectrometry (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with a Proxeon Easy-nLC 1200 LC pump.

Raw mass spectra were analyzed via a Sequest-based in-house pipeline. Quantitative proteomics was normalized to total intensity of each TMT channel. Pairwise comparisons were performed using limma software package (3.40.2). False discovery rate (FDR) was calculated by adjusting p value by Benjamini-Hochberg method. Each comparison was subject to GSEA via Broad GSEA software (4.0) using Reactome Gene Sets (c2.cp.reactome.v7.0 symbols.gmt) from MsigDB. GSEA results were further analyzed in Cytoscape (3.7.1) platform, and pathway enrichment maps were generated. All statistical analysis and plots relevant to quantitative proteomics were performed on R (3.6.0) platform.

Microscopy Imaging

Live cell imaging of SLC38A2-GFP was performed on cells transiently transfected using Lipoctectamine 3000 in 35-mm plates that incorporate a No. 1.5 coverslip-covered well (Mattek Corp) with an inverted Zeiss 800 laser scanning confocal microscope (Oberkochen). MitoTracker Red CMXRos was used to stain mitochondria and indicated live cells. Cells were incubated in media containing MitoTracker for 15 minutes, after which the media was aspirated and replaced with fresh media.

In Vivo Xenograft and Allograft Experiments and Ultrasound Tumor Monitoring

For subcutaneous coinjection tumor initiation studies, PANC1 cells were infected with lentiviral shRNAs targeting SLC38A2 or GFP (control) and selected with puromycin (2 μg/mL) for 3 days. A total of 0.2 × 10⁶ PANC1 shGFP or shSLC38A2 cells were resuspended in 100 μL Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) with or without 1 × 10⁶ hPSC#1 cells and subcutaneously injected into bilateral lower flanks of 7- to 8-week-old NCr nude mice (Taconic). A similar protocol was followed for studies using hPSC#1 shGFP and shSLC1A4 cells coinjected with PANC1 cells. Tumor initiation was monitored 2–3 times per week by caliper measurement and was considered if length and width were measured to be ≥21 mm each.

For orthotopic xenograft experiments, PANC1 or HY19636 cells were infected with lentiviral shRNAs or sgRNAs targeting SLC38A2 or GFP/Tomato (control) and selected with puromycin (2 μg/mL) for 3 days. 0.5 × 10⁶ PANC1 cells or 0.1 × 10⁶ HY19636 cells were resuspended in 10 μL HBSS and 10 μL cell:Matrigel suspension was slowly injected into the tail laterally; as detailed above) or orthotopically (as detailed above). Mice were fed a doxycycline-containing chow (625 ppm, Evivo) for 3 days prior to injection and for 5 days (orthotopic) or 7 days (subcutaneous) following injection to allow for sgRNA-resistant SLC38A2 cDNA expression during tumor initiation. Following initiation, mice were fed a mix of chow (doxycycline) and tumor size was monitored 2–3 times per week by caliper measurement for subcutaneous experiments.

All mouse experiments with human and mouse PDAC cell lines were approved by the NYU Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee under protocol numbers IA16-00507 and IA16-01331. Human PDAC tumor microarrays were approved by the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center Institutional Review Board under protocol number LAB05-0854.

Molecular Cloning

To clone sgRNA-resistant SLC38A2-WT and SLC38A2-N82A cDNA, codons recognized by the target sequence were silently mutated to prevent sgRNA recognition by fragment PCR of SLC38A2 cDNA (Dharmacon MGC, clone ID 3874551). Fragments containing sgRNA-resistant sequence and AAG→GCT mutation (N82A) were isolated by PCR and assembled by Gibson assembly (New England Biolabs). The assembled fragments were PCR amplified and recombined into pDONR221 using Gateway assembly (Invitrogen). Inserts were recombined into either pLentiCMVBlast (Addgene, plasmid #17451) or pLenti20 (Addgene, plasmid #44012) using Gateway assembly (Invitrogen). To clone SLC38A2-GFP, SLC38A2 cDNA was amplified from pDONR221-SLC38A2-WT by PCR to include restriction sites for XhoI (5’) and EcoRI (3’). The PCR product for SLC38A2 and the pEGFP-N1 vector were digested with XhoI and EcoRI and ligated into pEGFP-N1 (Clontech) using the Rapid DNA Dephos and Ligation Kit (Roche). Colonies were sequenced to confirm correct insert sequence and, if necessary, if toOT repeats were fully intact.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using Prism (GraphPad). When comparing multiple groups to a common control (for example, experiments performed using two sgRNAs targeting SLC38A2 compared with control sgRNA), a one- or two-way ANOVA test was performed and followed up by the Dunnett test to compare multiple groups. When comparing multiple groups to each other, a one- or two-way ANOVA test was performed and followed up by Sidak multiple comparisons test. Unpaired, two-tailed Student t tests were performed when comparing two groups to each other. Log-rank Mantel–Cox tests were performed when conducting survival curve statistical analysis. Fisher exact test was performed when comparing tumor versus stroma SLC38A2 staining in human PDAC tumor microarray. Statistical analysis was performed on the means of technical replicates from each independent experiment. Technical sampling of a single biological sample was not performed. For all
significance analyses, groups were considered significantly different if $P < 0.05$. Detailed statistical information, including statistical test used and exact $P$ values, are included in Supplementary Information if not included in figure.
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